is given as follows:
where 6 is the surface free energy per unit area and K is the mean surface curvature. If the solid cannot be compressed, Ap = AG holds.
Thus or

K AH AT L(T E -T I )
where L is the latent heat and T 7 is the surface temperature.
A crystal smaller than a critical size is called "embryo", which grows to nucleus with the critical size. We are concerned about growth of the nucleus. For simplicity we consider a spherical nucleus, whose size is determined just by its radius. The critical radius is given by the formula 2ffT s
where T A is the initial liquid temperature of undercool state.
From the above discussion we can describe a system of equations which determines the radius Y(f) and the temperature distribution T(r, t)
as follows:
(oo<y(o,e>o),
L(T E -T A )'
lT(r,0)=r,(r) (0<r<r(0)),
where T I -T(Y(t), t)
, and k is thermal conductivity, p density, c specific heat of the solid metal, and L latent heat, which are assumed to be constant. Putting Here we shall refer to the series of A. Friedman's works being entitled "Free boundary problems for parabolic equations", Part I [2] , Part II [3] and Part III [4] . In Part I he considered the problem of melting of solids. In Part II he considered the development of one liquid drop surrounded by totally supersaturated vapour of its own substance.
Denoting by u (r, t) the normalized vapour density at each point (r, t) and by y(t) the normalized radius of the drop, we get the following The system (P 7/ ) can be solved by Picard's iteration procedure for small t and small a. By using the monotonicity of y(f) (that itself is to be made sure of) the solution can be continued for all t.
In the above method, however, we must impose a severe restriction on smallness of a. Therefore we will take another way in the following, which is analogous to that Cannon, Hill and Primicerio took for the simplest Stefan's problem ( [5] , [6] and [7] ).
We consider the problem (P) in the classical sense. Its classical solution is defined as follows:
Definition, A pair of functions (y, 11) is called a solution of the system (P) in 0<£<IT ? if the following conditions are satisfied-.
In § 2 we will give some lemmas necessary for later purposes, and in § 3 uniqueness and existence theorems. In § 5 we will propose a difference scheme for solving our problem numerically and give another proof of the existence theorem as a by-product. In § 6 we will give an iteration procedure for solving our difference scheme and prove its convergence, and in § 7 show some numerical examples by our computation. § 2 8 Some Lemmas
We will give some a priori properties of the solution of the problem (P) . First we assume that f(r) is smooth except for at most finite number of finite jumps at whose points f (r -0) and/^r-j-O) exist, and Then at (r, ?) , £ r = 0, £ rr <0 and 2-£ >0 hold, but this implies that Az 2 --g-s -s-^O at (r, £) , which is a contradiction. Therefore it should hold that z(r,0 = .|?L(r, *)<0 for 0<r<y(0, 0<*<* 0 .
Q.E.D. 
(t f <it<it") by Friedman's lemma [8] , which is a contradiction to
The last statement of Lemma 2 follows directly from Lemma 1. Thus the proof is completed.
Lemma 3. Let (y^u^ (z = l, 2) be the solutions of (P) corresponding to two pairs of data (&*,/*) (z = l, 2) satisfying (2. which is a contradiction. Thus we have completed the proof. Now we will give a fundamental formula useful for later purposes. 
It is known from the maximum principle that
By applying these inequalities in (2. 4) we get .e.
, dr or
But this is a contradiction to our assumption. Therefore we get y 1 (t) < y z (£) from (2. 6) , and also t^ (r, t) <^u z (r, t) for some sufficiently small interval 0<£<£ 0 an^ 0<r<JVi(£). By using Lemma 3 (its modified one for the latter time t>t^) we have again yi(*)<ytW for all O>0.
Thus we have proved Lemma 3'.
Lemma 4. Suppose that there exists a solution (y, u) of the problem (P) for all t^>0. Then y(f) is bounded and \\my(t) = y(oo)
exists, where y(oo) is determined from the equation (2.7) By applying the last inequality in (2. 2) we get
Since ^--By^> 7 -~ -eb^>0 (from Lemma 2 and our assumption of e) it 3a 3a follows that y(t) is bounded for all £>T 0 , and hence for all £>0 because y(t) is continuous for t>Q. In addition y(t) is monotone increasing from Lemma 2. Thus there exists a limit lim y (t) =y (oo),
Thus we have proved Lemma 4.
Next we assume, in addition to (2. 1), that
Then there is a positive constant N such that 
'-(r 9 * 0 ) =/ 0 (r) (P<r<:yo (*"))•
For each $, 0<^6<^b, we construct an approximate solution (y 6 , u 6 of the problem (P) by retarding the argument in the Stefan's condition (P-3). In the first interval 0<£<C$ we set y° (t) =b and define u° (r, f) to be the unique solution of (AP) with Hence the functions {y 9 (t) } form an equicontinuous uniformly bounded family in Q<l<T. We choose a sequence of 0's tending to zero. By Ascoli-Arzela's theorem there is a subsequence, denoted by y 9 
(t) , that converges uniformly to a monotone Lipschitz continuous function y (t) .
Let u(r,t) be the unique solution of (AP) for the choice of £ 0 -0>
fo( r ) =f(r) and y Q (t) =y(t).
Given any £>0 we have, for all 0's of the subsequence that are sufficiently small, For convenience we extend the functions u° and u by setting them equal to -=-----for each t outside their natural domains of definition. Then * y(t)
in any region 0<r<max (3^ (f) , y (t) ) , 0<^<T, the difference U Q -U is bounded, using the maximum principle and Lemma 5, by
Thus the corresponding subsequence H Q converges uniformly to u.
The pair of functions (y, 11) defined as above, of course, satisfies the conditions (P-l) , (P-2) , (P-4) and (P-5) . It remains to assure (P-3). We note that (P-3) is equivalent to the fundamental formula (2. 2) under the condition of Lipshitz continuity of y (t) . For (y°, u°) we have by the same way as in § 2
The first and the last integrals of the left-hand side may be written as and Hence, by taking the limit in (3. 4) as the subsequence 0 tends to zero, it follows from the uniform convergence of y° to y and u d to ?£ that (y, 11) satisfies (2. 2) . Therefore (y, 11) is actually a solution to the problem (P) and y(£) is continuously differentiate for 0<^^<T. Thus we have proved the existence of the solution under the assumptions (2. 1) and (2. 8) .
We can, furthermore, show that only the assumption (2. 1) is sufficient for the existence. Indeed we have Lipshitz constant yf in t>fi 9 and therefore the limit function y(t) also is Lipshitz continuous with the same constant for any t>6. Next, in order to show the continuity of y(t) at t = Q, we consider the following auxiliary problem for finding (p, v): (3.5) where .M = max max f(r) 
Therefore there is a subsequence which, denoted by {(J n (t)} (?z-»oo), converges uniformly to a Lipschitz continuous function (5 (t) . We put p n (f) =t~lG n (t) and p(f) = t~lG(£) . Then we get b + &dt<ip(t)<J> + Mt (0<^<£) from (4.8) and p n^( t) <p n (f) (^>0) from (4.5).
We consider the solution (p n (t) , v n (r, t)) of (4. which is equivalent to the fourth condition of (3. 5). Thus we have shown that there is a solution (p, v) of (3. 5) for any (0, T). The uniqueness also can be shown in the same way as that in Theorem 2. Therefore we have In the preceding sections we showed existence of solution of the problem (P) . Here we will propose another method for solving the problem, that is, a finite difference method which is useful also for practical computation. We introduce a family of rectangular lattices on the (r, t) -plane with a uniform space mesh of width h and time steps k n (ft = l, 2, •••) . We denote the discrete coordinates by and We choose h so that (b J r-^-h}/h = J Q is an integer, while we find k n 's \ £ ) in the process of solving so that a free boundary (which is itself unknown, a priori) may cross each vertical line r = rj just on the corresponding discrete time t = t n . We denote the free boundary points by In order to determine k n from the fourth equation of (5. 1) we take the positive root:
An iteration procedure for finding {u*} and k n from (5. 1) and (5. 2) is to be described in § 6. In this section we consider the convergence of the scheme (5. 1) as /z->0.
First of all, we prepare a maximum principle Suppose that {Uj} satisfies However, at a point r /2 such that /J-2 >0, we have (Vy B )t<0 and (V) 2 ) rf = 0. But this contradicts to the first equation of (5. 4) . Hence we get for l<j<Ji. By continuing the argument successively we have and also t7;>0 for l<j<J n , ;z>0, and hence also U Q n >0.
Q.E.D.
The next lemma is essential for the proof of the convergence of our difference scheme. It assures that {k n } («>0) tend to zero uniformly In both cases, we get
From these inequalities we find that the left hand side of (5. 7) becomes negative, while the right hand side is non-negative from our assumption. This is a contradiction. Therefore {z™}, if some of them become positive, should take their maximum at a point (r Jo , t no ) on the free boundary. Put Proof. We first note that f(r) satisfies (2. 9) with the constant and therefore we find that {iv*} are uniformly bounded for 0<X<T. Then any divided differences of higher order of {w 1 }} with respect to both t and r are, as well known, uniformly bounded for any fixed closed region with a finite distance from the boundary of the region {0<7-<;y(», 0<><T} (see Petrowsky's text book [10] ). Hence any divided differences of {u"} are also uniformly bounded in such closed region. From this one can see that there is a subsequence {u n j} (where we use the same notation for the subsequence as the original one) which converges to an infinitely differ entiable function u(r,£) in {0<r<y (2) , 0<O<T}. (In reality we must take the sequence of the extended functions from that of the grid functions {u 1 }} over the whole region {0<V<
v (t) , 0<^t<^T} by a definite method, but we omit the discussion here and later.) The divided differences
. , converge to the corresponding derivatives -9 . -^-and -=-respectively.
dr~ at ar The convergences are uniform in any closed region in {0<V<O
; (t) ,
Tending h to zero through the extracted subsequence, we obtain from the first equation of (5. 1) dt Since («J) -t are uniformly bounded in the whole region {0<O~<CvM » <T} by Lemma 9, limit functions --and Jw also are bounded there.
One can see from this that lim u (r, t) = u (r, + 0) exists and is equal to t~>° / (r) . Similarly we find that ^ -is also bounded in the whole region. Tending h to zero and supposing that 2 kp tend to t, we find by Lemma P=I 7 that the last term of the above relation tends to zero, and that
y(f)-=b -a \ v(t)dr
Jo holds as the limit. Hence y(t) is differentiate and
y (t) =-av (t) .
Thus we have shown that the pair of the limit functions (y, u) satisfies all the conditions of the system (P) , and therefore it is a solution of (P) . We can see from the uniqueness theorem (Theorem 1) that all the sequence {y^ u^} converge to the solution (y, u) . The proof of convergence is completed. Thus we have We have shown that the convergence is obtained whenever /?
is set any positive value. In pratical computation, however, the space mesh h is set as a finitely small constant, and hence /9 must be taken so small that the artificial term may not exceed the principal terms. Then we get easily the following system to be satisfied by w By using the Green's function g and the property (6. 6) we can
give the following representation of ze/ s) (r J9 t n )
where t^ = t n^1 + k^. (Refer to [9] .) Hence, by (6.7) we get or f (y B , y»;
., y n ; The Fig-1 shows the free boundaries for the four cases. The Fig-2 shows the change of temperature distribution with time (ri) for the case (i). The Fig-3 also shows the temperature distribution at t = l 50 = 0.4963 for the case (iii).
